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Fossils and FossilizationFossils and Fossilization   
 
The chances of an organism becoming a fossil are very slim, but certain organisms in certain 
environments have a better chance of being preserved than others do.  The organisms most often 
preserved as fossils are those that possess hard body parts, such as bone, shell, or wood.   
 
This includes marine animals like clams, coral, and snails, as well as land organisms such as 
vertebrates, insects, and trees.   
 
We know little or nothing about the history of many groups of animals, however, because they have 
no hard body parts and so have left behind very sparse fossil records.  Think about all the animals 
that exist but don’t have hard, fossilizable body parts, like jellyfish and worms. 
       
To learn more about the factors that influence whether or not an organism becomes a fossil, please 
read the taphonomy information sheet. 
 
I.  Preservation of soft versus hard body parts: 
 
So, suppose an organism has been buried after its death - what happens next in the process of fossil 
formation? 
 
A.  Soft parts: 
 
1.  Soft parts almost always decay and disappear rapidly, although they are sometimes preserved in 
very fine-grained mud where there is not enough oxygen to support decay-causing bacteria.  
 
2.  Soft parts can also be preserved inside amber -- fossilized tree resin.  Insects and other small 
organisms (even frogs!) are often spectacularly preserved in this way. 
 
B.  Hard parts: 
 
In the process of fossilization, the mineral composition of the hard parts (bone, shell, wood) is altered 
by mineral-bearing ground waters.  This process may take place in two related ways.   
 
1.  The simpler method, usually called permineralization or petrifaction, occurs when the soft parts 
of the organism decay away, and ground waters carry dissolved minerals into the spaces left behind.  
The minerals harden in place, producing a stony fossil that still contains a good deal of its original, 
organically produced, hard parts.  The bones and teeth of marine and terrestrial vertebrates are often 
preserved this way: cavities that contained blood vessels or cells are filled with new, hard minerals, 
but the original bone material is still present too.  You can easily tell fossil bone from modern bone 
by its weight, because the fossil bone has had all its spaces filled in with heavy minerals. 
 
2.  The other way to preserve hard parts is by replacement.  Replacement occurs when the original 
hard parts are completely dissolved and replaced with new mineral material.  This may happen very 
slowly, so that the replacing mineral duplicates even tiny details of the original, or it may take place 
all at once so that virtually no detail remains.  The shells of marine invertebrates are usually 
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preserved in this manner, often with the replacing mineral being calcite, the same as the original shell 
only recrystallized in place.  Silica (quartz) and pyrite (fool's gold) can also be the "replacement" 
minerals (the fossils are then referred to as silicified or pyritized) -- this can result in extraordinarily 
beautiful specimens. 
 
II.  Trace Fossils 
  
A trace fossil occurs when the original parts of an organism are not preserved, but an impression or 
reproduction of them is.  For example, a shell may remain in sediments for a substantial period of 
time -- until the sediments become firm and retain the form impressed on them by the shell. The 
original shell then decays or dissolves away, leaving a cavity called a mold that preserves the surface 
texture and shape of the shell.  
 
Molds are common in many fossil assemblages, Frequently sediment has also filled in the mold to 
form a cast.  You can think of casts and molds as if you were making a snow angel.  You lie down in 
the snow, wave your arms and legs, then stand up and move away.  The deep impression in the snow 
left by your body is a mold.  Now, imagine that it snows some more.  The snow fills up the mold that 
your body made.  If this snow now hardens and turns to ice, it would make an ice sculpture showing 
the exact shape of your body.  This is called a cast.  In both casts and molds, no actual part of the 
organism is preserved - just the shape.   
 
Some modes of preservation will leave behind no trace of the organism itself, but evidence of the 
organism’s activity.  Trace fossils can be obvious evidence of activity, such as tracks, burrows, or 
coprolites (fossilized feces), or they can be subtler such as chemical alteration of the sediment 
caused by microscopic organisms.  In fact, the evidence for the earliest life on Earth comes from 
chemical traces presumably left by bacteria. 


